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The right side of (56) tends to @ as R + oo. Hence there exists Ro such
that lP(z)l > ltif lzl>Ro. Since lPl is continuous on the closed disc
with center at 0 and radius R6 , Theorem 4.16 shows that I 

P(zo) | = p for
some zo.

We claim that p = Q.

If not, put Q@): P(z * zs)lP(zs), Then Q is a nonconstant poly-
nomial, 0(0) : l, and lQ@l> I for all z. There is a smallest integer k,
I < k <n, such that

(57) QQ):l+brzk*"'*b,z', bk*O.

By Theorem 8.7(d) there is a real 0 such that

(58) etkobr= - lD*|.
If r > 0 and rtlDll < l, (58) implies

ll + bsrketkel = I - rklb*1,
so that

lQ?r'\l< I - r*{lD1l - rlb,!rl - .'. - r'-*lD,l}.

For sufficiently small r, the expression in braces is positive; hence

I QQd\l< l, a contradiction.
Thus P : 0, that is, P(zo) : Q'

Exercise 27 contains a more general result.

8.9 Definition A trigonometric polynomial is a finite sum of the form

f(x) :oo + i (an cos nx * bnsin nx) (x real),
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(59)
n= I

where ae , ..., oy, br, ,,., D, are complex numbers. On account of the identities
(46), (59) can also be written in the form

(60) ノ(→ =Σ
`"`"工

 (χ real),
―N

which is more convenient for most purposes. It is clear that every trigonometric
polynomial is periodic, with period 22.

If n is a non:aero integer, e'n'is the derivative of etn*lin, which also has
period 2a. Henee
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Let us multiply (610) by r-'^', where rn is an integer; if we integrate the

product, (61) shows that

“

2)
'^ = * f-,ft,,'-'^' o*

(6o

fOr l″ |≦ M Ifl″ |>工 the integral in(6υ  is O.

The following observation can be read ofF from(6o and(6め :The

trigonometric polynomialメ g市en by(6の ,is″α′if and only if c_"=c"for

“
=0,...,M

In agreement with“ o,we deflne a rriσ
"ο

″ι
"た

Sarigs to be a series Of

the form

(63)         Σ cF`h″  O real);

the Mh partialsum of“ 3)is dttned to be the right side of(60m・

If/is an integrable function on [6d._!he numbers c. defined by (62)

for all integers ru are called th iofl, and the series (63) formed
with these coefficients is called tEMirierer rcries of f.

The natural question which now arises is whether the Fourier series ofノ

converges to工 or,mOre generally,whetherノ is determined by its Fourier series.

That is to say,if we know the Fourier coemcients of a function,can we nnd

the function,and if so,how?

The study of such series,and,in particular,the problem of representing a

given function by a trigonometric series,originated in physical problems such

驚 嘉 鶉 鐸 纂 攣 黒 轟 黒 鼎 雌 黒 量 齢

and reformulation oF the whole theory of functions of a real variable. Among

many prominent names,those of Riemann,Cantor,and Lebesgue are intirnately

connected with this neld,which nowadays,with all its generalizations and ranll‐

lcations,Inay wen be said t0 0ccupy a central position in the whole of analysiS.

We shaH be content to derive some basic theorems which are caSlly

trttH胤
∬L蹴暇幽畳赫 rT棚ぷThd凛ぶ

We shall flrst study more general systems of functions which share a

property analo80us to(61).

8。10 DeanitiOn Lct(φ
"}●

=1,2,3,… 。)be a sequence of complex functions
On la,bl,SuCh that
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Then{φ
"}iS Said to be an´

r′力οθο″α′sys″″
`ノ
ル
“`′

わ″らOn iα,b].It in addition,

0    
静

刺
2教 =1

for an″ ,(φ
"}iS Said tO be 

οrr力ο″οr″α4
For example,the functions(2π )~1`"'fOrm an orthonOrmal system on

[― π,π ]・
SO dO the rcal functions

l   cosχ  sin χ cos2χ  sin 2χ

万 '7'7'7'7・…・

If(φ
"}iS OrthOnOrmal on[α

,わ l and if

“
0  %=イカ雨凌0=二獅→,

we caH`"the″ th Fourier coefncient ofノ relative to(φ
").We Write

and call this series the Fourier series of/(relative to i{"}).
Note that the symbol - used in (67) implies nothing about the conver-

gence of the series; it merely says that the coefficients are given by (66).
The following theorems show that the partial sums of the Fourier series

ofl/ have a certain minimum property. We shall assume here and in the rest of
this chapter that/€ 4, although this hypothesis can be weakened.

8.I1 Theorem Let {0,1 be orthonormal on la, bl. Let

(68) slx) - Lr^$^(*)
n= I

be the nth partial sum of fie Fourier seies of f, and suppose

(69)

勧

“

(7o

and equalily holds if and only if
(71)

That

′
"(→

=Σ γ
"φ "(χ

)・

"=1

fr_珊
2に

Jr~引
2ヘ

‰=% い =1,… ,").

among all functions fn, sn gives the best possible meanI hat ls to say, among all lunctions fn

squa.re approximation 67.......-.---
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Proof Let∫ denO醇

:llil」
脅 :liliSumfrO1ltO″

°Then

by the definition of{c,},

!lr,l' = !t,4= IU,?.0^Eyr6r= I ly,l'
since {f,} is orthonormal, and so

I lf - t,l' : I tn' - Ifr, - I 1,, * [ v,r
: 

J trt ' :] r-r^:]3r:.* Z::::,
: I ltt' : I lr,l' * I!l - r^l:,

which is evidently minimized if and only if 7, : c^._J
Putting T-= c- in this calculation, we obtain

.bneb(72) I lsJr)lz dx: L l'^l' < I lf@)|'z ax,' .ta -T Jo

since Jl/- t,l'20. J
8.12 Theorem If {0,\ is orthonormal on fa, bl, and if

.f(x) - i r,6,@),
n-- |

then

(73) ,i l,,l , = f lfl,ol, a*.

In particular,

(74) Jg", = o.

Proof Lettinl n--+@ in (72), we obtain (73), the so-called "Bessel

8.13 Trigonometric series From now on we shall deal only with the trigono'
metric system. We shall consider functions/that have period 2r and that are

Riemann-integrable on 1-r,rl (and hence on every bounded interval). The

Fourier series of/is then the series (63) whose coefficients c, are given by the

integrals (62), and 
ry

(75) sx(x) = srv(,f; x) - | c,etn'
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is the .l[th partial sum of the Fourier series off The inequality (72) now takes

the form

lrolVlft(76) 
2,rJ_"lsn(x)12 

dx:\lr,l, s *)-.lt<*>|, a*.

回 ら0■ i″
工́=場 。

The nrst of these equaHties is the dennitiOn of DIv(χ ). The second fonows if
both sides of the identity

(′

餞…1)'N(→ =θ【Ⅳ+1)'_`-lⅣ ,

are multiplied by′
~iX/2.

By(6の and(75),we haVe

京詢=ム嘉だμ輛″́X

=鼻
I″Юントの生

so that

回 京ス⇒=井だ″Юら。一の″=ぅ)だメχ~獅りふ

is more manageable than (75)

The periodicity of all functions involved shows that it is immaterial over which
interval we integrate, as long as its length is 22. This shows that the two inte$als
in (78) are equal.

We shall prove just one theorem about the pointwise convergence of

|:l'':ls
rar scaθ 為″

`″
α″

`“
Srarお δ>o″″″く∞ s″力rlar

|ノ(χ +r)― ノ0)|≦ ル4′ |

Hm SNσ ;χ)=ノ (→ .

″→∞

θ(′)=
ズχ―′)一ノ(χ)

sin(r/2)

(79)

メンα″′c(一 δ,δ ),′力
“

(80)

Proof Denne

(81)

In order to obtain an
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for Oく
|′ |≦ π,and put夕⑨ =0・ By the dennitiOn(77),

」:∫1.Dl(χ
)″χ=1.

Hence(78)showS that

蝋ス→―ノ0尋 I.0血←+〉″

=去だ"卜
S」ふM″ +が

,レ
0血』鰯Ma

肌侃麒鼎:鳴T絆肥鮮な」Ъ締獅:肥ЪTh試

cOrOuary Jスχ)=O rar α″χレso″as″″
“
′ム′力

“
‖m SⅣσ;→ =0カ r

θυ
`ツ

XCエ

Here is another formulation of this corOnary:

rrr(r)=θ (′ )rOr a〃 ′
"sa″ `″`υ

力bοttοο″o/χ ,rヵ

“
SNσ ;→ ~S■0;χ)=SN(ノ ~σ ;→ → OαS N→ ∞・

ご就脚瑠も棚縣輌懃絲Ъよ柵 1軍鷲∴IV寵

瀧lF:棚ttts常淋辮窯ま∬宝
t肥'農 Ftttetti縄

contrast between Fourier series and power series o「heOrem 8.5).

We conclude with two other approxiination theorems.

8。15 Theorem rrrお
`oP3r"“

0パ (″J′み′
`rゎ

′2→

“
′rε >0,′ル″r力

`″
おα

rrむ
"鍬

θrrた ′ο夕
“"ね

′PSンε力′滋′

IPO―ノ(χ)|く ε

ル′α〃″α′χ・

Proof lf we identify χ and χ+2π,we may regard the 27‐ periodic func・

tions on Rl as functions on the unit circle,弓 by means Of the inapping

i耐[f鸞静∬盟濶I撚戦基1猟
us thatノ is dense inイ (7)。 ThiS is exactly what the theorem asserts.

A more precise form ofthis theorem appears in Exercise 15,
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価高 篇 薦 高 租 勒
“
ル″θ″θR勧

“
ルЙ匂″bル ル励S

″′′力′
`rわ

″2π,α″|″  ~

(82)      ノ(→ ～ Σ %θ
籠, σ(χ)～ Σ γ

"θ

ほ
.

動

“0  1亀嘉だ2Ю―珈¢→12み =0,

60      嘉1/0雨み=えら,",

65)        嘉だ″|力)12み =二 |ら 12.

Proof Let us use the notation

@=暢だ,同 2Jψ
.

Let ε>O be giveno Sin∝ ノG夕 andノ(→ =スー→,the COnstruction
described in Exercise 12 of Chap.6 yields a continuous 2π ‐periodic func‐
tion力 with                   ~

(87)                ‖ノーカ‖2く ε・

顆 話ぶ慧
T鷺鮮繹器髪守裁鑑』露δ

6り

ぉr州∈⊃.助σダ1鰐紫」lご峰,ε

6" Now」
鰍職躍h『i肌』:il往∬τLmЫ“d‖ぬ(87),(88),and(89),shOWS that

(90) ‖ノー珈σ)12く 3ε  (Ⅳ≧
=0)。THS rOVes(劃N∝

,

0) 
募 だ 2珈

σ励 =れ
嘉 だ.ノ

"雨 教 =曳 らL,

and the Schwarz inequality shows that

(s2) 
Uru -j,,rnal ={tr-sx(Drrst = {/rr-,nt,J ,nfl''',
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which tends to 0, as N -+ oo, by (83). Comparison of (91) and (92) gives

(84). Finally, (85) is the special case g :/ of (84).

A more general version ofTheorem 8.16 appears

THE GAMMA FUNCTION

This function is closely related to factorials and crops up in many unexpected

places in analysis, Its origin, history, and development are very well described

in an interesting article by P. J. Davis (Amer. Math. Monthly, vol. 66, 1959,

pp. 8a9-869). Artin's book (cited in the Bibliography) is another good elemen-

tary introduction.
Our presentation will be very condensed, with only a few comments after

each theorem. This section may thus be regarded as a large exercise, and as an

opportunity to apply some of the material that has been presented so far.

8.17 Definition For0<x( @,

(93) I(x): f* f-re-'dt.
Jo

The integral converges for these x. (When x < l, both 0 and co have to

be looked at.)

8.18 Theorem
(a) The functional equation

I(x+l):xl(x)

holdsif0<x<co.
(b) I(n + l) : nlfor n =1,2,3,...,
(c) log f l's conuex on (0, o).

Proof An integration by parts proves (a)' Since f(l): l, (a) implies

(D), by induction. If 1<p< co and (Uil+Qld: l, apply Hdlder's

inequality (Exercise 10, Chap. 6) to (93), and obtain

.(;. ',) =ra',,Fe;rrr.

This is equivalent to (c).

It is a rather surprising fact, discovered by Bohr and Mollerup, that

these three properties characterize I completely.

h圃
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INTEGRATION OF COMPLEX TUNCTIONS

Suppose / is a complex-valued function defined on a measure space X, and
I : u + iu, where u and o are real. We say that/is measurable if and only if
both z and u arc measurable.

It is easy to verify that sums and products of complex measurable functions
are again measurable. Since

Ifl:@,*ozlLrz,
Theorem ll.l8 shows that l/l is measurable for every complex measurablef

Suppose p is a measure on X, Eis a measurable subset of X, andf is a
complex function on X. We say that/e 9(p) on"Eprovided that/is measurable
and

(e7)

and we define

I,tou={,uar+i["adr
if (97)holds. Since lal <lfl, lol sl/l,and lfl<lul +lul,itisclearthat
(97) holds if and only if u e 9(1t) and u e I 0D on E.

Thcorems 11.23(a), (d), (e), U),11.24(b), 11.26, 11.27, 11.29, and 11.32
can now be extended to Lebesgue integrals of complex functions. The proofs
are quite straightforward. That of Theorem I 1.26 is the only one that ofrers
anything of interest:

If f e :3(p) on E, there is a complex number c, lcl = 1, such that

, Irf au>0.

Putg= cf -u*io,uand areal. Then

∴|ノ|“く+∞ ,

ll,rrrl=, [,fau= [,nau= I"uausIDlIl dp.

the above equalities holds since the preeding ones show thatThe third of

ル″iS reJ.

FUNCT10NS OF CLASS」″2

As an application of the Lebesgue theory, we shall now extend the Parseval
theorem (which we proved only for Riemann-integrable functions in Chap. 8)
and prove the Riesz-Fischer theorem for orthonormal sets of functions.
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11.34 Definition Let X be a measurable space. We say that a complex

fnidnonTegTi) on Xiflis measurable and if

!.:fl'd1t < * a'

If p is Lebesgue measure, we say fe 9'. For/e 92(41 1we shall omit the
phrase "on X" from now on) we define

urrr - (1, tfl'au\'''

and cJl‖ ノ‖the″
2ω

 nOm Ofメ

11駅,neOrem `均 嬰 vノ C″ 200“
″′ C″ 2ω.鰍 盟 ヵ G″ 0,“ 〆

(e8) [*vnl ou< ll/ll llsll.

This is the Schwarz inequality, which we have already encountered for
series and for Riemann integrals. It follows from the inequality

0 < I (l/l + usD' dp: llfll' + 21 Ixlfsl dp + )'zllsll2,

which holds for every real l.

11.36 Theorem lff e 92(ti and g e g'(tt), thenf + g e 92(p), and

‖r・ ′|≦ ‖∫‖十‖′‖.

Proof The Schwarz inequality shows that

げ+酬 2_∫ ‖2+∫力+レ +ル 12

≦‖∫‖
2+21ノ

‖‖gl+‖″‖
2

=(‖ノ‖+‖′‖)2.

11。37 RemarL If we denne the distan∝ between two funcJonsノ and夕 in

″2①
 to be‖∫―夕‖,We see that the condtions of Denni10n 2.15 are sttisied,

except for the fact that‖ ノー′‖=O dOes not imply thatノ ① =g③ fOr all χ,

W雌署憔婦場鐵孵∬懲II‖胤I
Lebesguc lneasure.

11.38 meorem ttθ
`"ル

″閣力
"`riθ

ぉルFtt α″″認∫
“
加 r ar″2“

la,ら ]・
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More explicitly, this means that for any f e 92 on [a, D], and any e > 0,
there is a function g, continuous on [a, D], such that

t -b \ll2
llf - stl: tJ" 

f - el dxl < e.

Proof We shall say that./is approximated in 92 by a sequence {g,} if
ll|- C,ll +0 as n -+ oo,

Let I be a closed subset of la, bl, and r(, its characteristic function.
Put

t(x):;16 l, -yl 0 e A)
and

s,(x):-h (n:1,2,3,.,.)?i

Then g, is continuous on [a, bl, g,(x): I on A, and gn(x)*Q on B,
where 8 : fa, b) - l. Hence

ils, - Ktil = ll,n ar\''' -o
by Theorem 11.32. Thus characteristic functions of closed sets can be
approximated in 92 by continuous functions.

By (39) the same is true for the characteristic function of any
measurable set, and hence also for simple measurable functions.

Ifl>0 andf eg2,let {s,} be a monotonically increasing sequence
of simple nonnegative measurable functions such that sl.r) -+/(x).
Since l/- snl' Sf', Theorem I1.32 shows that ll/'- s,ll -+0.

The general case follows.

U39 Definition We say that a sequence of complex functions {{"} is an

" :ilr 
r * nAf _:":! !yn:r::l_r, o n,1 r.u ru ra bl e s1a-c9 x i f

(1-o,o^du:l? fr=?r'\\
In particular, we must naw-6,€9\y=7. iiTi gL(p) ana if

t,= [*f6^dp (n=1,2,3,...),

we write

f _ i,",0,,
as in Definition 8.10.
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The definition of a trigonometric Fourier series is extended in the same

way to 92 (or even to 9) on l-n,n|. Theorems 8.ll and 8.12 (the Bessel

inequality) hold for any f e g'(li. The proofs are the same, word for word.
We can now prove the Parseval theorem.

Sψ
"

θ9)           ノ0)～ Σε
"′

"X,

磁
“

/c″2。″[_π ,π ]・
二αS"レ ′ル″′力′α″″′s脇 グ(99).勤

“
(1001

(101)

,lim 
ll"f - s,ll = 0,

i r,"r' =*f_.rf p dx.

Proof Let e>0 be given. By Theorem 11.38, there is a continuous
function g such that

tt| - ett <i.

Moreover, it is easy to see that we can arrange it so that g(n):g(-n).
Then g can be extended to a periodic continuous function. By Theorem
8.16, there is a trigonometric polynomial T, of degree N, say, such that

ils - ril <:.
,t

Hence, by Theorem 8.1I (extended to 92),n 2 N implies

lls, -"fll < llT - fll < e,

and (l@) follows. Equation (l0l) is deduced from (100) as in the proof of
Theorem 8.16.

⑪
〃 ∈″2。″[_π,d,α″″√

∫:「ノ(→θ
~h丼 み=0 0=0,± 1,± 2,… ),

′ル″‖rll=o。

Thus if two functions in≦ ′2 haVe the same Fourier series,they direr at

most on a se
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満T」了]ぶ出崚三ぐぶLt渉鶏僻

“

鵬拙糊鰊じ″ '滋
″滋赫α

This says, in other words, that is a complete metric

Proof Sincc {fr} is a Cauchy sequence, we can find a sequence
k = 1,2r 3, . . ., such that

脱″吼洲く芸 ¢=L2年→.

Choosc a functiOn″ ∈″20).By the schwarz inequality,

ιぼスk―ス“⊃|″≦り。
Hence

t軌臨軌訓倒酬・

o02pllt閣」‖‰轟
e may m"Кhan"the summadOn and h“ gradon h

(103)      lσ(→ 1虔乳元.(χ)一九“+1(χ )|く +∞

almost everywhere on κ Therefore

004y      彙二晩た+lω ―元(つ |く +∞

鰐1ぶ:幣梶鶏者汎鵠肌選掘警批濫ぷfX:£ :∫
E°f讐

1鯖群
=讐

l:嗣l糧冨Pd“
°nわ 00助・

鳳幌
“+10-ス“

(助 ,

which converges almost everywhere on 4 is

ス
“
+K⇒ ―氏,0),

{″ょ),

(102)
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we see that the equation

f(x) =lim f,*(x)

defines /(x) for almost all x e X, and it does not matter how we define

f(x) at the remaining Points of XJ
We shall now show that this function"f has tttg-C!!iI9!-pIqPgI!!9C.

Let e > 0 be given, and choos! If
″
“
>Ⅳ,Fat91'S theorem shows that

‖ノースた‖≦lim inf‖ ん
`―

スR‖
≦ε.

:→ ∞

ThuSノ ースk∈
g″

(め,and Sinceノ =び―ス♪+スた,We sce thatノG″2(D.

AIso,sincc 8 is arbitrary,                                   ~~

lim‖ノース
“
‖=0・

I壺L__´一一千

Finany,the inequality

(105) ‖ノース‖≦‖∫―んた‖+1脇た―ス‖

shows that {fi converges to / in 9'(p); for if we take n and n1 large

enough, each of the two terms on the right of (105) can be made arbi-
trarily small.

_J

11.43 Ihe Riesz-Fischer theorem Let {Q"} be orthonormal on X, Suppose

El",l' conuetges, and put so= crfr + "'+ cr$n, Then there exists a function

f e 9'(tD such that {s,\ conoerges to I in 92(p), and such that

f -t r,o,.
t- I

Proof Forn>m,

lls, - s,ll2 = lc,+rl' + .'. * lc,l',

so that{s,} is a Cauchy sequenc€ in gz(ti. By Theorem 11.42, there is

a function/e 92(1) such that

Now,forn>k,

lim‖ノーS.‖ =0。

ι几″―けιガ彙″―ι就 ,々
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so that

|ム
ふ″一QI≦ げ―珊・降1191ノー釧,

Lctting″ ‐→cЮ ,we sce that

亀=↓ふ″ (た =1,2,3,… ぅ,

and the proofis complete.

'[じ

2(ぷWtta鳳∬
h° n°rmJ釧 翻おs」dわ be rο″レ鳩おr

∴几″=0 0=1,2,3,… ぅ
imメy譜

1!l」』払ry tO Theorem H。 40 we deduced the com口 eteness Of the
trigonometric system from the Parseval equation(101)。 ConVersely,the parseval
equation holds for every complete orthonOrmal set:

11.45■oorem ιθr(φ
"}ら

θ α Cο″P″″0′′力αη″
“
α′″′.f/ノ∈″200″″√

(100            ノ～Σらφ
",

"=1
′力θ″

00っ    ιИ2″ =』
J引
ヽ

Proof By the BesscHnequaHty,Σ
Iら 12 conVerges.Putting

ら=ε lφl+・ …+らφ
",

驚 t鳳

∝´H“hH詭 oКm山 0∬ 麟 ぬeκ ka h面 ∞ ′∈鑽 ぃ ぬ

(108)           ″～Σらφ
",

"=1

and such that‖ターs.‖ →0.Hence‖ s.I→ ‖′‖。Since

ls.‖
2=lι

l12+...+|ら 12,

we have

cの    tu2″ =ヵ翻礼
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Now (106), (108), and the completeness of {{o} show that ll"f - gll = 0,

so that (109) implies (10?).

Combining Theorems 11.43 and 11.45, we arrive at the very interesting
conclusion that every complete orthonormal set induces a l-l correspondence

between the functions f e 92(p) (identifying those which are equal almost
everywherd on the one hand and the sequences {cr} for which llcol2 converges,

on the other. The representation

f - f ,,0o,
tr'l

together with the Parseval equation, shows that @
infinitc-dimensional euclitleqg_gplgg (the so-called "Hilbert space"), in which
tn functions d, aFthe cb-oitli-nate vectors.

EXERCISES

l.Ifノ≧ O and∫ Eノみ =0,prOve thatズχ)=O JmOSteverywhac on二 ″′″′′Let島

bethe subset ofEon which′は)>1ノ″.Write/=u島・Then μ(И)=0 1fand only

if μ(lL)=O For every″ .

2,Ifル ノキ =O fOr every mmsurabL subset И oFa measurabb set tt thenノ (χ)=0
almost everywhere onニ

3.If(■ }iS a sequence of measurable functions,prove that the set of points χ at

which{二(→}COnverges is measurable.

4.IFノ c:″ (μ)。n E and′ is bounded and measurable on tt then′ レG:′(μ)Onニ

5。 Put

′0=‖  8=重敬
/2t(χ)=θ(→    (0≦χ≦1),

/2～ +1(χ )=′(1-χ) (0≦ χ≦1).

Show that

lim infス (→ =0 (0≦ χ≦1),

but

tl t <*l a*: t.

[COmpare with(7つ .]


